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The Austerity Games 

               The 1948 Summer Olympics, 
officially known as the Games of the XIV Olym-
piad, were held in London, United Kingdom. 
After a twelve-year hiatus caused by the out-
break of World War II; these were the first 
Summer Olympics held since Berlin 1936. The 
1940 Olympic Games had been scheduled 
for Tokyo, and then for Helsinki; the 1944 Ol-
ympic Games had been provisionally planned 
for London. The event came to be known as the 
Austerity Games, because of the difficult eco-
nomic climate and rationing imposed in the 
aftermath of World War II. No new venues were 
built for the games and athletes were housed in 
existing accommodation at the Wembley area 
instead of an Olympic Village, as were the 1936 
Berlin Olympic Games and the 
subsequent 1952 Games. A record 59 nations 
were represented by 4,104 athletes, 3,714 men 
and 390 women, in 19 sport 
disciplines. Germany and Japan were 
not invited to participate in the games, 
however, the Soviet Union was invited 
but chose not to send any athletes. 

Great Britain almost handed the 1948 
games to the United States due to 
post-war financial and rationing prob-
lems, but King George VI said that this 
could be the chance to restore Britain 
from World War II. The official report of 
the London Olympics shows that there 
was no case of London being pressed 
to run the Games against its will. In 
March 1946 London was selected 
ahead of  Baltimore,  Minneapolis,  
Lausanne, Los Angeles, and  Philadel-
phia.

Based on www.wikipedia.org       
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SPORTS

The 1948 Summer Olympic programme fea-
tured 136 events in the following 19 sports 
and in arts:

*Aquatics:

  Diving (4 events)

  Swimming (11 events)

  Water polo (1 event)

*Athletics (33 events)

*Basketball (1 event)

*Boxing (8 events)

*Canoeing (9 events)

*Cycling: 

  Road (2 events)

  Track (4 events)

*Equestrian: 

  Dressage (2 events)

  Eventing (2 events)

  Show jumping (2 events)

*Fencing (7 events)

*Field hockey (1 event)

*Football (1 event)

*Gymnastics (9 events)

*Modern pentathlon (1 event)

*Rowing (7 events)

*Sailing (5 events)

*Shooting (4 events)

*Weightlifting (6 events)

*Wrestling: 

  Freestyle (8 events)

  Greco-Roman (8 events)

DEMONSTRATION SPORT:

*Lacrosse

Art CompetitionArt CompetitionArt CompetitionArt Competition
ARCHITECTURE ARCHITECTURE ARCHITECTURE ARCHITECTURE (Architectural design / Town plan-
ning)

LITERATURELITERATURELITERATURELITERATURE (Lyric works / Dramatic works – medals 
not awarded / Epic works)

MUSIC MUSIC MUSIC MUSIC (Vocal / Instrumental and chamber / Choral 
and orchestral)

PAINTING AND GRAPHIC ARTPAINTING AND GRAPHIC ARTPAINTING AND GRAPHIC ARTPAINTING AND GRAPHIC ART (Oil and water col-
ours / Engravings amd etchings / Applied arts and 
crafts)

SCULPTURESCULPTURESCULPTURESCULPTURE (Statues / Reliefs / Medals and 
plaques)

At the time, medals were awarded to these artists, but art 
competitions are no longer regarded as official Olympic 
events by the International Olympic Committee. These 
events do not appear in the IOC medal database, and these 
totals are not included in the IOC's medal table for the 1928 
Games. 

Medal count in art competition:



Venues

MISCELLANEA     

No new venues were built for the Games. A cinder track was laid inside Wembley Stadium and all 

other venues were adapted. 

For the first time at the Olympics swimming events were held undercover, at the 8000 capacity Empire 

Pool. As the pool was longer than the standard Olympic length of 50 metres a platform was constructed 

across the pool which both shortened it and housed officials.             

For the  Olympics, t he Technicolor  Corporation devised a  bipack colour  filming process  –  dubbed 

"Technichrome" – whereby hundreds of hours of film documented the events in colour, without having 

to use expensive and heavy Technicolor cameras.     

London  was  the  first  Olympics  to have a  political defection.  Marie Provazníková, the  57-year-old 

Czechoslovakian President of the International Gymnastics Federation, refused to return home, citing 

"lack of freedom" after the Czech coup in February led to the country's inclusion in the Soviet Bloc.

The opening ceremony and over 60 hours of Games coverage was broadcast live on BBC television. 

The BBC paid L1,000 for the broadcasting rights.         



       

     

A total of 59 nations sent athletes. Fourteen made their first official appearance: British Guiana (now 
Guyana), Burma, Ceylon (now Sri Lanka), Iran, Iraq, Jamaica, Korea, Lebanon, Pakistan, Puerto Rico, 
Singapore, Syria, Trinidad and Tobago, and Venezuela. Germany and Japan, both under Allied military 
occupations, were not allowed to send athletes to the games. German forced labour was used for the 
construction of the facilities. Italy, although originally an Axis power, defected to the Allies, was allowed to 
send athletes. The Soviet Union was invited but they chose not to send any athletes. 

 



Medal count                

  HMS Bicester carrried the torch to Dover



MAJOR STARS

Fanny Blankers-Koen (Netherlands) - four 

gold medals in athletics (100m, 200m, 80m 

hurdles, 4x100m relay) - her nickname was 

“The Flying Housewife” (below - her monument 

in Rotterdam)

Bob Mathias (USA) - won his first gold medal in 

decathlon; at the age of 17 he became the 

youngest Olympic champion in athletics

Veikko Huhtanen (Finland) - he won three 

golds, a silver and a bronze in gymnastics 

(photo on the right)

Vicki Draves (USA) - two golds in diving

Bill Smith and Wally Ris (USA) - they both won 

two golds in swimming

Jimmy McLane and Ann Curtis (USA) - two 

golds and one silver in swimming

Emil Zatopek (Czechoslovakia) - winning 

gold and silver medals started his Olympic 

career (on the right)

Harrison Dillard and Mel Patton (USA) - they 

both won two golds in athletics

László Papp (Hungary) - won his first gold 

medal in boxing

Gert Fredriksson (Sweden) - two golds in 

canoeing

Humberto Mariles Cortes (Mexico) - won two 

golds and one silver in equestrian (on a horse 

Arete)

Jehan Buhan (France) - two golds in fencing 

(foil)

Aladar Gerevich (Hungary) - two more golds 

in sabre (after gold medals in 1932 and 1936)

Paavo Aaltonen (Finland) - three golds and 

one bronze medal in gymnastics

Edwin Vasquez Cam (Peru) - won the only 

gold medal for Peru so far (in shooting)

Lloyd LaBeach (Panama) - he was the only 

competitor from Panama and he managed to win 

two bronze medals in athletics

Swedish football team - they won gold medal 

beating Austria 3-0, South Korea 12-0, Denmark 

4-2 and Yugoslavia 3-1. The members of the 

team were e.g. Nils Liedholm, Gunnar Gren or 

Gunnar Nordahl - who became soon the stars of 

European football



           

                POLISH PARTICIPATION

There were 37 competitors, 30 men and 7 
women, took part in 26 events in 5 sports

The only medalist was:

Bronze:
*Aleksy Antkiewicz (boxing - featherweight) - 
photo on the right

Other notable results:

4th
*Mieczysław Łomowski (athletics - shot put)
*Jadwiga Wajs-Marcinkiewicz (athletics - 
discus)

5-8th
*Zygmunt Chychła (boxing - welterweight) - 
photo: bottom right
*Franciszek Szymura (boxing - light 
heavyweight)
*Bolesław Banaś, Antoni Sobik, Teodor Zaczyk, 
Jerzy Wójcik (team sabre)

7th 
*Czesław Sobieraj (canoeing - K-1 10000m)

Art competition:

Zbigniew Turski - gold medalgold medalgold medalgold medal (Olympic 
Symphony) - photo below 

In the boxing tournament Aleksy Antkiewicz: 

- defeated Leon Trani (Philippines)

- defeated Pedro Garcia (Peru)

- defeated Seo Byeong-Ran (South Korea)

- lost to Ernesto Formenti (Philippines)

- defeated Francisco Nunez (Argentina)


